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• Problem of the day/ Recap previous learning



Monday 29th June 2020

Making arrays

Click on the link to watch the video: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=00
m3YhLT6fA

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=00m3YhLT6fA


Monday 29th June 2020

Arrays 

Activation questions:

What is an array?

What is multiplication?



Monday 29th June 2020

Arrays 
Activation questions:

What is an array?
An array in maths is an arrangement 
of objects, numbers or pictures in 
columns or rows.

What is multiplication?
A multiplication is a repeated 
addition



L.O: To create arrays.

What is an array? An array in maths is an arrangement of objects, 
numbers or pictures in columns or rows.



Here is another array. 

This array has 
4 rows with 3 
columns. 

Repeated addition: 3+3+3+3= 12

4+4+4=12.



Here is another array. 



Here is another array. 

The repeated addition can be 
shown in two ways as there are  
5 columns of 5. 

It also shows 5 columns of 3. 



Here is another array. 

The repeated addition can be 
shown in two ways as there are  
3 rows of 5. 



Don’t forget:

An array has equal 
groups in rows and 
columns.  

This is not an 
array as the 
number of rows 
and columns are 
unequal. 



Your turn to practise:

Make sure you look at the number of rows and columns. . 

1.

……. + ……… +………..=

2. 

3. 

………..+………….+…………+…………=

.......+…….=



Task:

Using objects from home, can you create arrays that show the following:

2+2+2=

5+5+5=

4+4+4+4=

6+6=

3+3+3=



Tuesday 30th June 2020. 

Problem of the day/ Review

Re-cap yesterday’s video on 
arrays.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=00m3YhLT6fA



Tuesday 30th June 2020

Click on today’s link to watch the 
video:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
8ie_6OH7uFQ

Arrays

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8ie_6OH7uFQ


Arrays
Activation questions:

What is repeated addition?

What are rows?

What are columns?



Arrays
Activation questions:

What is repeated addition?
It’s when you add equal groups 
together

What are rows?
These go horizontally across

What are columns?
These go vertically down



L.O: To draw arrays 5

5

5

Each row has 5 beads

How else could 
you do this?

2

2

2

2

Each row has 2 
beads.

=8

Please note: Once you count the 
first row you do not need to 
count the rest of the rows 
individually as you can use the 
first line to work out the rest.

5+5+5=15



Multiplication Using Arrays

Repeated addition:  

This array shows 5 + 5 

+ 5



Don’t forget:
1. An array has 
equal groups in 
rows and columns.  

This is not an 
array as the 
number of rows 
and columns are 
unequal. 

2. Arrays can be counted 
in 2 ways. 



Your turn to practise:

Write the following repeated addition in your books, write the correct 
answer and draw arrays next to them.

Example: 4 + 4 + 4 = 12

2+2+2+2+2 = 

5+5+5+5 = 

10+10+10 =



Your task:

You are going to use the worksheet to:
1. Draw arrays 
2. Write the array as a repeated addition.

Look carefully at the objects shown to make sure you 
have drawn your arrays correctly. The first one has 
been done for you.



Wednesday 1st July 2020. 

Problem of the day/ recap prior learning



Wednesday 1st July 2020

L.O-To multiply using 
repeated addition

Click on today’s video all about 
repeated addition.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vO6
WW1BGbLw

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vO6WW1BGbLw


Arrays Activation questions:

Each row has how many apples?

Each column has how many cars?

What is the repeated addition?



Arrays Activation questions:

Each row has how many apples?
4

Each column has how many cars?
3

What is the repeated addition?
3+3+3+3



5 rows of 4



5 rows of 2

=10



Practise: 

What would the repeated addition 
sentence and number sentence be?



How did you do?

2 rows of 7
2+2+2+2+2+2+2= 14



Problem of the day/ recap prior learning

Thursday 2nd July 2020



Repeated 
addition word 
problems 

Click on the link to watch the video 
on repeated addition and arrays in 
word problems:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
J3aM5G5igCA

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J3aM5G5igCA


Repeated 
addition word 
problems 

Activation question:

Complete the following:

__ rows of __
__ rows of __



Repeated 
addition word 
problems 

Activation question:

Complete the following:

5 rows of 2
5 rows of 4



Steps to help you solve word 
problems.

The arrays

Addition number 

sentence



Word problem example:

1. There are 2 dinosaurs in the forest. Each of them 
has 4 legs. How many legs are there altogether?

Repeated addition sentence:

2+2+2+2=8



Word problem example:

2. Scientists found 5 caves  with dinosaur bones in . 
Each cave had 3 bones in. How many bones were 
there altogether?

Repeated addition sentence:

5+3=8

Is this correct? 
How do you 
know?



Your task

Complete the word problems that have been given in the resource.

Do not forget to;

1. Read the word problem for understanding.
2. Underline the important information. 
3. Draw your arrays to help you solve the problem.
4. Write the repeated addition sentence. 
5. Solve the problem. 
6. Check your answer to see if it makes sense.



Re-Check your word problems using read, 
consider plan etc. 
Once you are happy with it please email 
your work to:

learning@wembleyprimary.brent.sch.uk

Don’t forget to include your name and 
class in your email.

Reflecting Were there any questions that you got 
wrong?

Was there anything you found too 
difficult?

Look over your work from the last 3 days 
and re-check your calculations. 

mailto:learning@wembleyprimary.brent.sch.uk


Friday 3rd July 2020



Toy Shop
How could we count the teddies? 

How many shelves will we need for the teddies? 

How many teddies will be on each shelf? 



Toy Shop
How many teddies are there now? 

How many shelves will we need? 

How many teddies will be on each shelf? 



Arrays
Let’s count the dots. We can count the dots in 2 ways. 

What do you notice about the 2 ways that we can count the dots? 

2 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 = 12 or 6 + 6 = 12


